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Reine, Lofoten islands, Nordland. Photo: Bård Løken

County of Nordland:
•
•
•
•

Long and narrow
Crossed by the Arctic circle
Mountains
Complex coastline

Landscape
mapping of
Nordland
A pilot study for the
new system for
description and
typification of
landscapes and
ecosystems in
Norway (NiN)

Mapping of landscape types, based upon explicit rules for typification and
delineation of landscape units, is the foundation of improved landscape
analysis (including analysis of landscape character and assessment of
landscape value)

‘Landscape’ means an area, as perceived by people, the
character of which is the result of the action and
interaction of natural and/or human factors
− as perceived by people:
− we seek general patterns in the variation of landscape characteristics
− we seek characteristics that are observable on a relevant (i.e.,
landscape, scale)
− Natural and/or human factors:
− geo-ecological and land-use characteristics

The term ‘landscape’ is therefore in our context treated as
a geographical area, characterised by its content of observable, natural and
human-induced, landscape elements

The system of landscape types is based upon identification of ‘landscape
gradients’, obtained as axes of ordinations of large sets of observed
charcteristics (landscape elements) in many observation units
* The ordination methods sort the observation units so that units with similar landscape
characteristics are placed near each other and units that are most different are placed
farthest apart.
* The ordination axes are landscape gradients, the gradual variation in the observable
landscape characteristics (physical elements and measurable properties).

The Nordland work is based on
• 258 observation units (5x5 km in size),
obtained by stratified random sampling
(stratification by main landscape units: plains,
valleys, fiords, hill- and mountain landscapes)
• Main sources of data: digital maps and
databases, aerial photos, field observations
• 279 variables registered, of which 173 were
used in the analyses

Basic elevation model: 100 m resolution combined bathymetric and elevation model
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The two main axes in the ordination of the full data set:
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The main gradient (axis 1) combines the position of
the landscape relative to the coast with human landuse
Axis 2 differentiates between fiords and valleys (on
one hand) and undulating hills and mountains

Hills and mountains
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The main gradient (axis 1) combines the position of
the landscape relative to the coast with human landuse
Axis 2 differentiates between fiords and valleys (on
one hand) and undulating hills and mountains

Hills and mountains

Ordination results for a subset
of observation units (with
coastline): reveals more details
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Ordination results for the
coastline subset, with
observation units from outer
skerries removed: reveals even
more details

Terrain ruggedness
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Landscape gradients
Nøkkelparametre

• Valley form (valleys/fiords) • Skerries/island character

• Lake character

• Relief (hills and mountains) • Position relative to treeline • Mire character
• Alpine relief (‘tinds’)

(boreal and/or alpine

• Infrastructure character

• Degree of character due to

character)

• Agriculture character

glaciers (‘glacier character’)

Characterization of the combination of landscape traits defined as the position along
confirmed landscape gradients:
‘Key variables’ are frequencies registered in a standard raster (100 x 100 m);
measured in a circular neighborhood with radius 500m (81 light squares in the
figure)

The Key variable in this example is presence of 13 buildings; each indicated by a red dot. In the
example the value of the key variable is 10 (green sqares) or, measured as a frequency , 0.123 .

Example:
Skerries/island character

Key variable:
Size of largest island

The landscape gradient [degree of character due to skerries/islands]
‘skerries/island character’ (skjærgårdspreg) (SP).

1 terrestrial coastal landscape

mainland or island without coastline

2 coastal landscape with coastline

mainland or island/archipelago with largest
island > 20 km2

3 coastal landscape with large islands

island/archipelago with largest island 1.5–
20 km2 (typically named ‘-øy’)

4 coastal landscape with small islands

island/archipelago with largest island 0.1–
1.5 km2 (typically named ‘-holme’ or ‘-øy)

5 coastal landscape with skerries

island/archipelago with largest island < 0.1
km2 (10 ha; typically named ‘-skjær’)

6 marine coastal landscape

seascape without coastline or island

A total of 2689
polygons (landscape areas) were
delineated
using key variables to show
gradient positions.
Minimum size is
considered.
Each unique
combination for
all 10 gradients
make up a basic
type.
(380 basic types
recorded in
Nordland.
These were
grouped into 75
main groups for
parctical use).

EXAMPLE:

Majavatn

Characterisation:
ID1011122242

Affiliation to type in
hierarchy with three
levels

I – inland

} Group of main types

D- Valley

} Main type

1- Valley form 1
0- Relief 0 (not for valley)
GRUNNTYPE

1- Alpine landforms 1
1- Glacier ch 1
1- Skerry/island c 1
1- boreal / alpine c 2
2- Lake c 2
2- Mire c 2
4- Infrastructure c 4
2-agricultural c 2

Basic type

Description system: more detailed characterisation of
the landscape units, using observable properties not
expressed along the ten main landscape gradients

Example: Island frequency - number of
islands per km2

Opens for spatial analyses of
any characteristic that can be
recorded for the landscape
units
Example: Old buildings
Number per landscape unit
Available descriptive statistics: Frequency (also
of different subtypes), degree of clumping,
number of neighbouring other houses, etc.

Lake character
(‘degree of character
due to lakes’)

Mire character

Infrastructure character

Boreal/alpine character

Agricultural character

Expanding the landscape type system to
all of Norway (within
1 year) :
New ordination
analyses of a sample
of observation units
representative for
all of Norway,
for identification and
characterisation of
of national-scale
landscape gradients,
which are in turn
used and to define
landscape types for
Norway

Practical
implementation
(within 2–3 years ):
Elaboration of a
landscape-type map
for Norway and a
and database of
landscape
characteristics for
each landscape unit

A map of landscape types for Norway
• Useful as an infrastructure for science and
management
• Opens for cross-disciplinary research and cross-sectoral
management and planning
• Opens for assessment of commonness,
representativeness, typicalness, etc.
• Infrastructure for improved landscape analyses
• Allows comparative studies of landscapes

Thank you for your attention!
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